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COMPAK K3 TOUCH
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                 MODEL    ITEM CODE
K6 EQUIPPED      C02-64P612

Compak has delivered another home run with its K3 Touch Coffee Grinder; it is designed to impress the experienced barista but built with the 
functionality and ease to delight the novice. This handsomely built, stainless steel model has many advanced features surprising in a grinder found in 
this price range. With its 210-watt motor and 10-ounce capacity bean hopper, this grinder is a perfect fit for the home or small commercial environ-
ment. Large flat 58 mm grinding burrs made of steel rotate at a low blade speed of 1340 RPM to ensure minimal heat is conveyed to the roast, 
preserving the flavor. The doserless system means less mess and easier clean-up. Espresso aficionados will appreciate the stepless micrometrical 
grind adjustment which allows user to make fine adjustments to grind size. Dosing times can also be changed using the time adjuster. Doses are 
delivered with either one or two taps of your portafilter (for a single or double dose) and a manual grind option is also available.

Features & Technical Data:
-NEW Timer moved to the front
-NEW Adjustable portafilter holder
-Stepless micrometrical grind adjustment
-Low blade speed (1340 RPM)
-Flat 58 mm grinding burrs
-Hopper capacity: 10 ounces
-On/off switch
-Timed dosing or continuous dosing
-Easy cleaning of dispensing shoot
-Motor output: 120V 60Hz

DIMENSIONS AND SPECIFICATIONS

-6 1/2" W x 12" D x 16 1/2" H
-Weight: 19 lbs.
-120 V 60 Hz


